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Aim: The multicentre non-interventional AVANTI study assessed safety, effectiveness and patient-
reported outcomes with approved first-line bevacizumab-containing regimens for HER2-negative
locally recurrent/metastatic breast cancer (LR/MBC) in German routine oncology practice.
Methods: Eligible patients had HER2-negative LR/MBC, no bevacizumab contraindications and no prior
chemotherapy for LR/MBC. Chemotherapy schedule, diagnostics and follow-up were at physicians’
discretion. Data were collected for 1 year after starting bevacizumab, then every 6 months for 1.5 years
(maximum follow-up: 2.5 years). Patients and physicians rated treatment satisfaction. Subgroup analyses
were prespecified in clinically relevant populations, including triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).
Results: Between November 1, 2009 and April 30, 2016, 2065 eligible patients at 346 centres received
bevacizumab with paclitaxel or capecitabine. Patients receiving bevacizumabecapecitabine were less
likely to have de novo disease and more likely to have TNBC, age �60 years and prior anthracycline/
taxane and/or endocrine therapy. Median PFS was 12.6 (95% CI 11.9e13.2) months (12.8 with
bevacizumabepaclitaxel, 10.5 with bevacizumabecapecitabine); median OS was 23.9 (95% CI 22.2e25.1)
months. Outcomes were worse in patients with TNBC, prior anthracycline/taxane or prior endocrine
therapy. Grade �3 adverse events occurred in 27% of patients. Treatment was discontinued for adverse
events in 15%. Treatment satisfaction was rated as good or better by 304/394 responding patients (77%) at
week 54 and in 1393/2065 patients (67%) by physicians overall.
Conclusions: In routine clinical practice, effectiveness and safety of first-line bevacizumab-containing
therapy for LR/MBC were consistent with experience from phase III trials. Patient and physician treat-
ment satisfaction showed high concordance.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
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1. Introduction

For many years, the standard first-line treatment for patients
with HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer (MBC) has been
chemotherapy, with or without the anti-angiogenic agent bev-
acizumab. In Europe, bevacizumab is approved in combinationwith
either paclitaxel or capecitabine based on results from the rando-
mised phase III E2100 [1] and RIBBON-1 [2] trials, respectively. Both
demonstrated significantly improved progression-free survival
(PFS) but not overall survival (OS) with the addition of bevacizumab
to chemotherapy. The subsequent randomised phase III TURANDOT
trial demonstrated non-inferior OS with bevacizumab plus cape-
citabine (BEVeCAP) versus bevacizumab plus paclitaxel (BEVePAC)
[3]. In clinical practice, the decision to use bevacizumab may
depend on disease and patient characteristics, and many factors
may influence the chemotherapy partner.

In Germany, bevacizumab is used routinely, based on European
and German guidelines [4e7]. We report final results from AVANTI,
a non-interventional post-marketing surveillance study of bev-
acizumab combined with paclitaxel or capecitabine in patients
with MBC.

2. Patients and methods

The single-arm multicentre non-interventional AVANTI study
was designed to assess treatment decision making, selection
criteria, safety, effectiveness, patient-reported outcomes (PROs)
and treatment satisfaction in patients receiving first-line bev-
acizumab-containing therapy for HER2-negative MBC in routine
oncology practice in Germany.

Eligible patients were female, aged �18 years, and eligible for
first-line BEVePAC or BEVeCAP for locally recurrent or metastatic
breast cancer (LR/MBC). Patients with contraindications for bev-
acizumab according to the approved indication in Europe [8] were
excluded. Patients were enrolled by oncologists and gynaecologists
in clinics or outpatient clinics and by office-based physicians spe-
cialising in oncology. All patients provided written informed con-
sent before study documentation began. The treatment regimen
and schedulewere chosen by treating physicians; patients were not
randomised between BEVePAC and BEVeCAP.

There was no specific primary objective; however, predefined
questions of particular importance included: treatment selection
criteria; safety (especially in elderly patients); response and time-
related endpoints overall and in clinically relevant subgroups;
treatment impact on PROs; and patient and physician treatment
satisfaction. Patients were assessed at baseline and underwent
regular detailed documentation for the first 12months, followed by
6-monthly follow-up documentation for 1.5 years thereafter (ac-
cording to German regulations). Data were captured in an elec-
tronic case report form. Adverse events (AEs) were coded using the
latest version of the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities
(MedDRA). Investigators assessed response according to standard
local practice. PFS was defined as the interval between first bev-
acizumab dose and disease progression or death from any cause,
censoring patients who were alive without progression at the date
of last follow-up or start of subsequent anti-neoplastic therapy,
whichever was earlier. OS was defined as the interval between first
bevacizumab dose and death from any cause; patients not known
to have died by the data cut-off were censored at the date theywere
last known to be alive. PROs were assessed using the European
Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer Quality of Life
Questionnaire Core 30 (EORTC QLQ-C30) at baseline and at weeks
9, 15, 33 and 54. Overall treatment satisfaction was evaluated by
patients and physicians using a 5-point Likert-type questionnaire,
completed at the same timepoints as PROs by patients and at the
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end of treatment by physicians. Patients also recorded their sub-
jective experience of side effects at the end of the 12-month
documentation period (or end of therapy if earlier) using a study-
specific questionnaire.

When the study was initially designed, the target sample size
was 3000 patients based on detection of rare serious AEs with
BEVePAC or bevacizumab plus docetaxel, which was an approved
regimenwhen the study began. The analysis population for efficacy
and safety included all patients who had received at least one
bevacizumab dose, providing at least the initial dose was in
accordance with the approved indication. Those who received ‘off-
label’ bevacizumab-containing regimens from the outset were
excluded. The BEVePAC subpopulation was defined as all patients
qualifying for analysis who received at least one dose of paclitaxel
with bevacizumab. The BEVeCAP subpopulation was defined as all
patients qualifying for analysis who received at least one dose of
capecitabine with bevacizumab. Patients switching between these
regimens were analysed in both subpopulations in subgroup ana-
lyses (but were not double counted in analyses of the overall
population). KaplaneMeier estimates and Cox regression were
used to estimate PFS and OS. Change from baseline was calculated
at each timepoint for PROs. Descriptive statistics were used for all
baseline parameters and safety analyses. Predefined analyses
included subgroups according to hypertension (hypertensive vs
normotensive), triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC; yes vs no), age
(<60 vs � 60 years), number of metastatic sites (<3 vs � 3), pre-
vious anthracycline/taxane (yes vs no), previous endocrine therapy
(yes vs no) and ‘urgency to treat’ (defined as fulfilling at least three
of the following: �3 metastatic sites, liver metastasis, prior [neo]
adjuvant anthracycline/taxane, TNBC). Therewas no adjustment for
multiple testing.
3. Results

3.1. Patient population and treatment decision making

Between November 1, 2009 and April 30, 2016, 2065 eligible
patients enrolled at 346 centres in Germany received at least one
dose of bevacizumab-containing therapy: BEVePAC in 1821 pa-
tients (88%) and BEVeCAP in 295 patients (14%; recruitment
starting July 1, 2011). Fifty-one patients (2%) switched between
regimens and are thus analysed in both subpopulations. Appendix
Fig. A1 shows reasons for exclusion from the analysis population.
Treatment documentation was completed in 1996 (97%) out of
2065 patients. The most common reasons for ending documenta-
tion were tumour progression (766 patients; 37%), end of the
documentation period (505; 24%), physician decision (290; 14%),
patient's wish (200; 10%), death (183; 9%) and tumour remission
(103; 5%).

Table 1 shows baseline characteristics overall and by selected
chemotherapy. The BEVeCAP subpopulation included higher pro-
portions of patients who were aged �60 years, had TNBC, and had
received prior taxane/anthracycline and/or endocrine therapy, but
a lower proportion with de novo MBC, emphasising the different
patient populations enrolled in these two non-randomised groups.
Treatment decisions were typically made by a tumour board (1294
patients; 63%) or an office-based oncologist (338 patients; 16%). The
most commonly cited reasons for treatment choice were efficacy
(65% overall, 67% for BEVePAC vs 58% for BEVeCAP), guidelines
(57% of patients overall; 58% vs 50% for BEVePAC and BEVeCAP,
respectively) and tolerability (41% overall and in both sub-
populations). Previous therapy was more commonly cited as a
reason for choosing BEVeCAP (40%) than BEVePAC (30%).
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3.2. Treatment exposure

At the data cut-off (February 3, 2020), the median bevacizumab
duration was 6.0 months (95% confidence interval [CI] 5.6e6.3
months) and the median chemotherapy duration was 4.2 months
(95% CI 4.0e4.2 months). There was no difference in chemotherapy
exposure according to chemotherapy partner; median bev-
acizumab duration was 6.2 months (95% CI 5.8e6.7 months) in the
BEVePAC subpopulation and 5.6 months (95% CI 5.1e6.6 months)
in the BEVeCAP subpopulation. Some patients received mainte-
nance therapy with bevacizumab (25%), capecitabine (10% of the
BEVeCAP subpopulation, 2% of the BEVePAC subpopulation) or
endocrine therapy.

The most commonly administered second-line therapies
following disease progression were eribulin (10%; 9% after
BEVePAC vs 14% after BEVeCAP), capecitabine (9%; 10% vs 4%,
respectively), doxorubicin (9%) and vinorelbine (9%) (Appendix
Fig. A2).

3.3. Effectiveness

The overall response rate (ORR) was 49% (95% CI 47e51%)
overall, including complete responses in 6% of patients. ORRs were
51% (95% CI 48e53%) with BEVePAC and 39% (95% CI 34e45%) with
BEVeCAP. At the data cut-off, PFS events had been recorded in 53%
of patients (51% vs 65% in the BEVePAC and BEVeCAP sub-
populations, respectively). Median PFS was 12.6 (95% CI 11.9e13.2)
months in the overall population, 12.8 months with BEVePAC and
10.5 months with BEVeCAP (Fig. 1). Median OS after events in 48%
of patients was 23.9 (95% CI 22.2e25.1) months overall, 24.5
months with BEVePAC and 20.4 months with BEVeCAP (Fig. 2).

Table 2 summarises PFS and OS in clinically relevant subgroups.
Generally, prognostic effects observed in the overall population
were replicated in the BEVePAC and BEVeCAP subpopulations.
However, subgroup analyses according to age showed marked
differences, with apparently more favourable outcomes in patients
aged �60 than <60 years receiving BEVeCAP (Appendix Fig. A3).
Conversely, the apparently worse prognosis among patients with
versus without prior endocrine therapy was driven almost entirely
by the BEVePAC subpopulation (Appendix Fig. A3).
Table 1
Baseline characteristics overall and according to selected chemotherapy.

Characteristic All patients (n¼ 2065)

Median age, years (range) 60 (24e87)
Age �60 years, n (%) 1019 (49)
TNBC, n (%) 425 (21)
De novo metastatic breast cancer, n (%) 609 (29)
�3 metastatic sites, n (%) 414 (20)
Visceral metastases 1548 (75)
ECOG performance status, n (%)
0 953 (46)
1 817 (40)
2 132 (6)
3 10 (<1)
4 4 (<1)
Missing 149 (7)
Prior (neo)adjuvant chemotherapy, n (%) 1147 (56)
Taxane 671 (32)
Anthracycline 1008 (49)
Prior endocrine therapy
Adjuvant setting 752 (36)
Metastatic setting 364 (18)

BEVeCAP, bevacizumab plus capecitabine; BEVePAC, bevacizumab plus paclitaxel; ECOG
who received at least one dose of BEVeCAP and at least one dose of BEVePAC (switched b
these two subgroups is larger than the total number of patients.
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3.4. PROs and treatment satisfaction

Approximately 90% of patients completed at least one question
of QLQ-C30 at baseline. Mean global health status/quality of life
(GHS/QoL) scores were higher (representing better GHS/QoL) at
baseline in patients aged <60 than �60 years, irrespective of
chemotherapy partner. Compliance with questionnaire completion
diminished only slightly over time: among those who received a
questionnaire at week 54, 74% completed at least one question.
Mean change from baseline GHS/QoL showed no relevant change in
the overall population, nor in subgroups according to chemo-
therapy or age (Fig. 3). Similar patterns were seen for functioning
and symptom subscales, except for fatigue, which increased sub-
stantially from baseline to week 9, but decreased thereafter (data
not shown).

Patient-reported experience of side effects and interference
with daily activities showed little difference according to chemo-
therapy partner or age. At week 54, most patients (78%) completing
therapy reported “some impairment” to daily life overall but very
few (4%) reported strong impairment (Appendix Fig. A4). A similar
pattern was seen among those discontinuing treatment
prematurely.

Most patients reported treatment satisfaction as good or better.
Physician-reported treatment satisfaction was similar or slightly
lower than patient-reported treatment satisfaction (Fig. 4).

3.5. Safety

AEs of any grade were reported in 59% of patients (grade �3 in
27%, including grade 5 in 5%). Generally, incidences were slightly
higher in older than younger patients, and with BEVeCAP (which
included a higher proportion of older patients) versus BEVePAC
(Table 3). AEs recorded as fatal included a substantial proportion
related to disease progression, and the 16 fatal AEs described by
investigators as bevacizumab related included eight described as
disease progression or comorbidities (Appendix Table A1).

Consistent with the known safety profile of bevacizumab, the
most common all-grade AEs were hypertension, fatigue and poly-
neuropathy (Table 4). Proteinuria was reported in 2% of patients
(grade 3 in eight patients [0.4%]; no grade 4). Palmar-plantar
BEVePAC (n¼ 1821) BEVeCAP (n¼ 295)

60 (24e86) 61 (29e87)
891 (49) 158 (54)
363 (20) 74 (25)
570 (31) 48 (16)
380 (21) 47 (16)
1384 (76) 211 (72)

840 (46) 139 (47)
725 (40) 108 (37)
124 (7) 12 (4)
9 (<1) 1 (<1)
2 (<1) 2 (1)
121 (7) 33 (11)
976 (54) 202 (68)
536 (29) 147 (50)
856 (47) 179 (61)

649 (36) 126 (43)
312 (17) 61 (21)

, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer. Patients
etween regimens) were analysed in both subpopulations; consequently, the sum of



Fig. 1. Progression-free survival in: (A) All patients; (B) BEVePAC subpopulation; and
(C) BEVeCAP subpopulation. BEVeCAP, bevacizumab plus capecitabine; BEVePAC,
bevacizumab plus paclitaxel; CI, confidence interval.

Fig. 2. Overall survival in: (A) All patients; (B) BEVePAC subpopulation; and (C)
BEVeCAP subpopulation. BEVeCAP, bevacizumab plus capecitabine; BEVePAC, bev-
acizumab plus paclitaxel; CI, confidence interval.
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erythrodysaesthesia, diarrhoea and mucosal inflammation were
more common with BEVeCAP, whereas fatigue, leucopenia and
alopecia were less common. The only grade �3 AEs in �2% of pa-
tients were leucopenia, general physical health deterioration and
hypertension (each in 2%). Prespecified subgroup analyses
comparing hypertension in patients with versus without pre-
existing hypertension at baseline showed marginally lower in-
cidences in patients without pre-existing hypertension (132/1358
patients [10%] vs 109/707 patients [15%] with pre-existing hyper-
tension). Within these subgroups, there were no differences in the
incidence of hypertension according to age<60 versus�60 years or
bevacizumab dose <2.5 versus 2.5e<5 versus �5 mg/kg/week.
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Similarly, there was no difference in the incidence of proteinuria
according to age or bevacizumab dose.
4. Discussion

In this non-interventional study in routine oncology practice in
Germany, PFS and OS are consistent with results from numerous
phase III trials (E2100, MERiDiAN, TURANDOT, CALGB 40502/
NCCTG N063H, RIBBON-1, CARIN), which consistently reported
median PFS of 11.0e11.4 months with BEVePAC [8e11] and 8.1e8.8
months with BEVeCAP [2,10,12] and median OS of 26.5e29.5



Table 2
Overview of effectiveness by subgroup.

Subgroup PFS OS

Median, months Hazard ratio (95% CI) Median, months Hazard ratio (95% CI)

Baseline hypertension Hypertensivea vs normotensive 13.6 vs 11.9 0.88 (0.77e1.00) 25.1 vs 23.2 0.88 (0.76e1.01)
TNBCb Yes vs no 10.3 vs 12.9 1.44 (1.24e1.67) 16.8 vs 25.2 1.53 (1.30e1.80)
Age, years �60 vs < 60 12.8 vs 12.3 1.09 (0.96e1.23) 21.9 vs 25.4 1.26 (1.11e1.44)
Metastatic sites �3 vs < 3 11.6 vs 12.8 1.06 (0.88e1.28) 19.3 vs 24.9 1.15 (0.96e1.39)
Prior anthracycline/taxane Yes vs no 11.5 vs 14.3 1.32 (1.16e1.50) 20.8 vs 27.4 1.25 (1.09e1.43)
Prior ET Yes vs no 10.7 vs 13.2 1.56 (1.33e1.82) 17.6 vs 25.1 1.56 (1.33e1.82)
Urgency to treatc Yes vs no 9.9 vs 12.9 1.38 (1.09e1.74) 14.8 vs 25.0 1.38 (1.09e1.75)

CI, confidence interval; ET, endocrine therapy; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer.
a Defined as: documented pre-existing arterial hypertension; documented blood pressure >150/100 mmHg at baseline; at least one anti-hypertensive drug with indication

hypertension and documented start date before the first dose of bevacizumab; or documented ongoing hypertension in medical history screening with start date before the
first date of bevacizumab.

b Unknown in 127 patients.
c Fulfilling at least three of the following: �3 metastatic sites, liver metastasis, prior [neo]adjuvant anthracycline/taxane therapy, TNBC.

Fig. 3. Patient-reported global health status/quality of life (GHS/QoL) over time: (A) By
chemotherapy partner and (B) By age. BEVeCAP, bevacizumab plus capecitabine;
BEVePAC, bevacizumab plus paclitaxel.
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months [3,8,11,13] and 25.1e29.0 months, respectively [3,12,14]
(Appendix Table A2). OS in AVANTI is more difficult to interpret
given the relatively short follow-up (maximum 2.5 years), which
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biases towards early deaths in higher-risk patients, and the varied
subsequent therapy, with predictable imbalances in capecitabine
and taxane use. However, the feasibility of a broad range of avail-
able treatment options following progression on first-line bev-
acizumab-containing therapy is noteworthy.

AEs with both regimenswere generally consistent with previous
clinical trial experience, the well-established safety profile of
bevacizumab-containing therapy for LR/MBC, and known paclitaxel
and capecitabine side effects [1e3,8e10]. Interestingly, patient-
reported treatment satisfaction was at least as positive as
physician-reported treatment satisfaction, although only a fraction
of patients completed treatment satisfaction questionnaires,
potentially leading to some bias.

A limitation of the trial is its single-arm design and non-
standardised response assessment (according to local practice
rather than Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumours), which
could affect both PFS and ORR evaluation. Additionally, there was
extensive censoring for PFS in the first 6 months. Comparing
effectiveness of BEVePAC and BEVeCAP is challenging because of
the different characteristics of these two non-randomised sub-
populations. Chemotherapy choice was at the treating physician's
discretion, and prior therapy was a clear contributor to treatment
selection. BEVeCAP was selected more often in patients previously
treated with anthracycline/taxane or endocrine therapy, and less
often in those with de novo MBC. Imbalances in the patient pop-
ulation may also contribute to somewhat counterintuitive findings
with regard to prognostic factors. For example, among patients
receiving BEVePAC, those previously treated with endocrine ther-
apy appeared to have worse PFS and OS than those without prior
endocrine therapy. However, as PFS and OS are calculated from the
first dose of bevacizumab, those in the prior endocrine therapy
subgroup could have received multiple lines of prior endocrine
therapy between diagnosis of LR/MBC and entry into the AVANTI
study at the time of chemotherapy eligibility, whereas in endocrine
therapy-naïve patients, PFS is essentially calculated from their first
diagnosis of LR/MBC. Similarly, patient selection and physician bias
may have contributed to the apparently more favourable outcomes
in patients aged �60 versus <60 years in the BEVeCAP subpopu-
lation. It is plausible that in the BEVeCAP subpopulation, only
relatively fit older patients with more indolent disease or perhaps a
preference for oral chemotherapy were enrolled, whereas younger
patients treated with BEVeCAP were perhaps frailer and more
heavily pretreated.

AE reporting may represent another potential limitation. Non-
interventional studies may be more susceptible to under-
reporting of AEs, and reports that may be queried in more rigor-
ously monitored prospective studies may not be queried in a non-



Table 3
Overview of safety overall and in subgroups according to selected chemotherapy and age.

AE, n (%) All patients (n ¼ 2065) BEVePAC (n ¼ 1821) BEVeCAP (n ¼ 295) <60 years (n ¼ 1046) �60 years (n ¼ 1019)

Any grade AE 1214 (59) 1055 (58) 195 (66) 585 (56) 629 (62)
Bevacizumab related 625 (30) 558 (31) 92 (31) 304 (29) 321 (32)

Grade �3 AE 549 (27) 480 (26) 94 (32) 247 (24) 302 (30)
Fatal AEa 111 (5) 101 (6) 12 (4) 40 (4) 71 (7)
Bevacizumab relatedb 16 (1) 14 (1) 2 (1) 5 (<1) 11 (1)

AE leading to treatment discontinuation 310 (15) 272 (15) 44 (15) 132 (13) 178 (17)

AE, adverse event; BEVeCAP, bevacizumab plus capecitabine; BEVePAC, bevacizumab plus paclitaxel. Patients who received at least one dose of BEVeCAP and at least one
dose of BEVePAC (switched between regimens) were analysed in both subpopulations; consequently, the sum of these two subgroups is larger than the total number of
patients.

a Documented cause of death: disease progression (n¼ 62), unknown (n ¼ 24), comorbidity (n¼ 5), treatment associated (n ¼ 2), other (n¼ 11), missing (n ¼ 7). Fatal AEs:
including unexplained death (n ¼ 27), general physical health deterioration (n ¼ 23), disease progression/metastases (n ¼ 22).

b Documented cause of death: disease progression (n¼ 6), comorbidity (n¼ 2), treatment associated (n¼ 1), unknown (n¼ 2), other (n¼ 4), missing (n¼ 1). Further details
provided in Appendix Table A1.

Table 4
Most common adverse events (any grade in �5% of any population; grade �3 in �1% of any population).

Adverse event, n (%) All patients (n ¼ 2065) BEVePAC (n ¼ 1821) BEVeCAP (n ¼ 295)

Any grade Grade �3 Any grade Grade �3 Any grade Grade �3

Hypertension 241 (12) 43 (2) 214 (12) 39 (2) 36 (12) 9 (3)
Fatigue 210 (10) 13 (0.6) 195 (11) 13 (0.7) 22 (7) 1 (0.3)
Polyneuropathy 177 (9) 15 (0.7) 169 (9) 15 (0.8) 20 (7) 2 (0.7)
Nausea 145 (7) 7 (0.3) 120 (7) 6 (0.3) 29 (10) 1 (0.3)
Leucopenia 138 (7) 51 (2) 129 (7) 48 (3) 10 (3) 4 (1)
Diarrhoea 129 (6) 14 (0.7) 101 (6) 11 (0.6) 33 (11) 3 (1)
Epistaxis 109 (5) 3 (0.1) 103 (6) 3 (0.2) 10 (3) 0
Alopecia 95 (5) e 94 (5) e 5 (2) e

Palmar-plantar erythrodysaesthesia 91 (4) 14 (0.7) 30 (2) 3 (0.2) 68 (23) 13 (4)
Mucosal inflammation 83 (4) 8 (0.4) 63 (3) 3 (0.2) 25 (8) 5 (2)
Anaemia 81 (4) 19 (0.9) 75 (4) 16 (0.9) 6 (2) 3 (1)
General physical health deterioration 67 (3) 44 (2) 60 (3) 39 (2) 8 (3) 6 (2)
Neutropenia 38 (2) 24 (1) 36 (2) 23 (1) 2 (1) 1 (0.3)
Urinary tract infection 36 (2) 14 (0.7) 30 (2) 11 (0.6) 8 (3) 4 (1)
Pulmonary embolism 34 (2) 28 (1) 31 (2) 25 (1) 5 (2) 5 (2)
Back pain 32 (2) 5 (0.2) 28 (2) 3 (0.2) 5 (2) 3 (1)
Malignant neoplasm progression 29 (1) 29 (1) 27 (1) 27 (1) 3 (1) 3 (1)
Unexplained deatha 28 (1) 24 (1) 24 (1) 21 (1) 4 (1) 3 (1)
Aspartate aminotransferase increased 25 (1) 9 (0.4) 20 (1) 6 (0.3) 5 (2) 3 (1)
Thrombocytopenia 24 (1) 8 (0.4) 18 (1) 6 (0.3) 7 (2) 3 (1)
Pleural effusion 23 (1) 10 (0.5) 17 (0.9) 8 (0.4) 7 (2) 3 (1)

BEVeCAP, bevacizumab plus capecitabine; BEVePAC, bevacizumab plus paclitaxel. Patients who received at least one dose of BEVeCAP and at least one dose of BEVePAC
(switched between regimens) were analysed in both subpopulations; consequently, the sum of these two subgroups is larger than the total number of patients.

a Grade missing in 3 patients in the BEVePAC subpopulation and recorded as grade 2 in error in 1 patient in the BEVeCAP subpopulation; these patients are not counted as
grade �3.

Fig. 4. Treatment satisfaction reported by patients at week 54 (n ¼ 394) and (for all 2065 patients) reported by physicians at end of treatment. BEVeCAP, bevacizumab plus
capecitabine; BEVePAC, bevacizumab plus paclitaxel.
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interventional study. For example, a number of cases described as
bevacizumab-related fatal AEs were also attributable to disease
progression or comorbidities (Appendix Table A1), thus the true
incidence of treatment-related fatal AEs may be <0.5%. As with the
effectiveness comparisons, imbalances between the BEVePAC and
BEVeCAP populations could lead to misperceptions of safety. For
example, superficially AEs appear to be more common with
BEVeCAP, but this subpopulation is over-represented by older pa-
tients, who were also at increased risk of AEs.

Our data provide only limited information on subsequent ther-
apy, partly because of the constraints of a non-interventional study.
Detailed documentation is permitted for a maximum of 15 months,
making it difficult to capture patterns of subsequent therapy,
especially with median PFS approaching the maximum follow-up
allowed. In addition, switch maintenance therapy is not approved
in Germany (or indeed anywhere in Europe), so while the strategy
of switching from bevacizumab plus a taxane to BEVeCAP after an
induction period demonstrated a statistically significant OS benefit
in the IMELDA trial [15], such an approach is used less often than
may be expected in clinical practice because of regulatory and
funding challenges.

A strength of the study is its real-world patient population,
providing insight into everyday oncology practice. In addition, in-
clusion of PROs allowed assessment of quality of life over time,
which did not deteriorate meaningfully either overall or in the
subgroups defined by age or chemotherapy partner. These data
complement real-world data from the ESME project, which used
data recorded from patients receiving first-line therapy between
2008 and 2013 in French routine practice and elegant statistical
methods to compare BEVePAC with paclitaxel alone. In the ESME
database, median PFS in 2127 patients treated with BEVePAC for
HER2-negative MBC was 8.1 months and median OS was 27.7
months [16].

In conclusion, in routine practice, BEVePAC and BEVeCAP
remain valid first-line treatment options for HER2-negative LR/
MBC. Treatment options continue to evolve, particularly in the
settings of hormone receptor-positive disease before initiation of
chemotherapy and in PD-L1-positive or BRCA-mutated LR/MBC, but
for the many patients not eligible for biomarker-selected therapies,
bevacizumab-containing regimens remain an effective and toler-
able therapy, irrespective of age.
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